Community-based approaches to HIV treatment in resource-poor settings
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Last year, HIV surpassed other pathogens to become the world’s leading infectious cause of adult death. More than 90% of deaths occur in poor countries, yet new antiretroviral therapies have only led to a drop in AIDS deaths in industrialised countries. The main objections to the use of these agents in less-developed countries have been their high cost and the lack of health infrastructure necessary to use them. We have shown that it is possible to carry out an HIV treatment programme in a poor community in rural Haiti, the poorest country in the western hemisphere. Relying on an already existing tuberculosis-control infrastructure, we have been able to provide direct observed therapy with highly-active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) to about 60 patients with advanced HIV disease. Inclusion criteria and clinical follow-up were based on basic laboratory data available in most rural clinics. Serious side-effects have been rare and readily managed by community-health workers and clinic staff. We discuss objections to the widespread use of HAART, and suggest that direct observation of therapy of chronic infectious disease with multiradg regimen can be highly effective in settings of great privation as long as there is sustained commitment to uninterrupted care that is free to the patient.

Why AIDS prevention alone is insufficient

The dimensions of the global HIV crisis are such that predictions deemed alarmist a decade ago are now revealed as sober projections. In 2000, HIV overtook tuberculosis as the world’s leading infectious cause of adult deaths. The social impact of HIV has been particularly severe in Africa, where an estimated 14 million children have been orphaned by the close of this decade. The social impact of HIV has been particularly severe in Africa, where an estimated 14 million children have been orphaned by AIDS; if trends hold, 40 million African children will be estimated 14 million children have been orphaned by AIDS if trends hold, 40 million African children will be orphaned by the close of this decade. Because poverty and social inequalities are leading co-factors in HIV transmission, the virus promises to wreak similar havoc in India and other parts of Asia. At the same time, AIDS mortality has dropped precipitously in affluent countries. At the same time, AIDS mortality has dropped precipitously in affluent countries. The programmes extolled as “community-based care” or “home care” are inadequate whenever these terms are read to mean the vaguest of charades. They need more than palliative care.

The acknowledgment that there is the need for better prevention is important, and it is also time to turn our attention to the more than 30 million individuals already living with HIV. They need more than palliative care. The programmes extolled as “community-based care” or “home care” are inadequate whenever these terms are read to mean the vaguest of charades. They need more than palliative care. The programmes extolled as “community-based care” or “home care” are inadequate whenever these terms are read to mean the vaguest of charades. They need more than palliative care.

There is an unmentioned elephant in the conference rooms of many scientific meetings: the prospect of providing HAART to those living with both poverty and HIV. Even though this describes 90% of the potential beneficiaries of recent therapeutic developments, use of HAART in poor countries is rarely the primary topic of discussion in scientific congresses. Access to treatment is, however, the primary topic of discussion in communities beset by HIV, just as it is the primary topic of discussion among AIDS activists. Some groups in sub-Saharan Africa already express hostility to humanitarian organisations and funders who express interest only in education and condom distribution to prevent HIV transmission. Their risk stems less from ignorance and more from the precarious situations in which hundreds of millions live; gender inequality adds a special burden, and is the main reason that, globally, HIV incidence is now highest among women than among men.

Clearly, the prevention strategies currently in use will not inflect HIV incidence among the poorest populations, even though these prevention strategies have proven effective in settings from San Francisco to Thailand and merit greater support. Other complementary strategies, including vaccines protective against clades prevalent in Africa, are needed if the most vulnerable are to be protected.

The response of the affluent countries and their institutions—from aid agencies, non-governmental organisations, and the pharmaceutical industry—has been insufficient. The death toll and increasing HIV incidence are the most eloquent rebuke to contrary assessments. The quasitotality of AIDS assistance to the heavily-burdened countries has consisted of the promotion of education and condom distribution to prevent HIV transmission. It has taken two decades to acknowledge the central irony of AIDS prevention: “Towards the end of the second decade of the AIDS pandemic, we still have no good evidence that primary prevention works.” Many of those at greatest risk already know that HIV is a sexually transmitted pathogen and that condoms could prevent transmission. Their risk stems less from ignorance and more from the precarious situations in which hundreds of millions live; gender inequality adds a special burden, and is the main reason that, globally, HIV incidence is now highest among women than among men.

ANTIRETROVIRAL THERAPIES HAVE ONLY LED TO A DROP IN AIDS DEATHS IN INDUSTRIALISED COUNTRIES. THE MAIN OBJECTIONS TO THE USE OF THESE AGENTS IN LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES HAVE BEEN THEIR HIGH COST AND THE LACK OF HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE NECESSARY TO USE THEM. WE HAVE SHOWN THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO CARRY OUT AN HIV TREATMENT PROGRAMME IN A POOR COMMUNITY IN RURAL HAITI, THE POOREST COUNTRY IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE. Relying on an already existing tuberculosis-control infrastructure, we have been able to provide direct observed therapy with highly-active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) to about 60 patients with advanced HIV disease. Inclusion criteria and clinical follow-up were based on basic laboratory data available in most rural clinics. Serious side-effects have been rare and readily managed by community-health workers and clinic staff. The programmes extolled as “community-based care” or “home care” are inadequate whenever these terms are read to mean the vaguest of charades. They need more than palliative care.
One community’s experience: the HIV Equity Initiative

Haiti is by all conventional criteria the poorest country in the western hemisphere and one of the poorest in the world:11 per capita gross national product (GNP) is around US$400; unemployment exceeds 70%; and fewer than one in 50 Haitians have regular employment.12 Not coincidentally, Haiti is also the hemisphere’s most HIV-burdened country.13 In 1999, UNAIDS reported national HIV seroprevalence as 5% among women attending antenatal clinics—and rates were twice as high in urban slums.11 The latest estimates of life expectancy at birth are 47.5 years for men and 49.2 years for women, with HIV considered the chief contributor to premature adult death.16

Initially an urban epidemic, HIV prevalence is lower in rural Haiti, where we have worked for more than 15 years. Most of the local inhabitants in the lower Central Plateau are peasant farmers working small plots of infertile land. Many are sharecroppers. Local health indicators are worse than national estimates.

Our clinical facility, founded in 1985 in the middle of a settlement of individuals displaced by a hydroelectric dam, documented its first case of HIV disease in 1986. Following international convention, prevention efforts were tightly linked to education and condom promotion.17 These efforts have been hampered by political violence and resulting migration, and by gender inequality and poverty, which conspire to make the male condom an imperfect prevention measure. Thus, HIV transmission continued in spite of aggressive prevention campaigns.13

Our modest therapeutic efforts have been aggressive when compared with other clinics in poor, rural regions of the less-developed world. Shortly after the publication of the ACTG-076 trial,14 we began offering zidovudine to pregnant women to block mother-to-child transmission. More than 90% of women offered HIV testing accepted it after zidovudine was made available free of charge; dramatic declines in vertical HIV transmission ensued. In 1997, we began offering post-exposure prophylaxis with a three-drug regimen (usually zidovudine, 3TC, and a protease inhibitor) to victims of rape or professional injury.20 Beginning in late 1998, a small number of patients with long-standing HIV disease who no longer responded to syndromic treatment of opportunistic infections were offered directly observed HAART.

Inclusion criteria for HAART have not been codified rigidly, but follow a certain logic in the absence of CD4 lymphocyte counts and viral-load testing. Patients assessed for HAART are those with chronic enteropathies or other forms of HIV-associated wasting; patients with presumed neurological complications of HIV (encephalopathy, distal-sensory, or other polyneuropathies); those with repeated opportunistic infections unresponsive to antibacterials and antifungals; and patients with severe leukopaenia, anaemia, or thrombocytopenia (panel 1). Assessments are done by two physicians, one with infectious-disease training.

During the next 3 years, we hope to expand the HIV Equity Initiative to better meet the needs of the population of Central Haiti. Another nurse, an archivist, and a second social worker would represent the first full-time employees of the initiative. A part-time HIV prevention and care clinician will also work with the team based in Haiti. Social support—including assistance with children’s school fees—is included in services offered. Monthly meetings, in which patients discuss their illness and other concerns, are notable for high attendance.

Response to HAART in an initial cohort of 60 patients has been dramatic (panels 2–4). Side-effects have been rare and readily managed (only six patients have required a change in regimen). As elsewhere, patients receiving HAART are far less likely to require admission to hospital than are patients with untreated HIV disease.21 In the event that ambulatory care is not feasible for the initiation of HAART or for the treatment of an acute illness, patients with HIV are admitted to the general ward, which is in a separate hospital ward.

Expanding the HIV Equity Initiative

We believe that if DOT-HAART can be implemented in the devastated Central Plateau of Haiti it can be implemented anywhere. Our experience further suggests that HIV therapy can reinvigorate flagging prevention efforts. Although AIDS remains a stigmatised disease in Haiti, we believe that access to effective therapy has lessened AIDS-related stigma. The demand for HIV testing, and the opportunity for counselling, has risen since HAART was made available.

During the next 3 years, we hope to expand the HIV Equity Initiative to better meet the needs of the population of Central Haiti. Another nurse, an archivist, and a second social worker would represent the first full-time employees of the initiative. A part-time HIV prevention and care clinician will also work with the team based in Haiti. Social support—including assistance with children’s school fees—is included in services offered. Monthly meetings, in which patients discuss their illness and other concerns, are notable for high attendance.

Response to HAART in an initial cohort of 60 patients has been dramatic (panels 2–4). Side-effects have been rare and readily managed (only six patients have required a change in regimen). As elsewhere, patients receiving HAART are far less likely to require admission to hospital than are patients with untreated HIV disease.21 In the event that ambulatory care is not feasible for the initiation of HAART or for the treatment of an acute illness, patients with HIV are admitted to the general ward, which is in a separate facility from the tuberculosis ward.
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advanced HIV disease. If the catchment area served consists of 250 000 individuals, the seroprevalence of HIV is about 5% among sexually active adults, and sexually active adults aged 15–40 years comprise 30% of the population, some 3750 HIV-positive individuals would live within the catchment area. If 10% of these patients meet enrolment criteria, then about 375 patients would need HAART. With additional staff, the treatment of 375 patients is well within the capacity of many district hospitals in less-developed countries. With national and international support, a larger number of patients could be enrolled in life-saving therapy.

How might patients be equitably and effectively enrolled in a DOT-HAART project? They must of course want to be treated, but we have yet to meet one who does not. Until tests of viral load, CD4 count, or other surrogate markers are available, simple clinical criteria can identify those most likely to benefit from HAART. The most important—weight loss or decreased body-mass index—has been shown to predict survival and disease progression in HIV infection. Other criteria include the presence of a wasting enteropathy; severe neurological complications of HIV; severe leukopaenia, anaemia, or thrombocytopenia; or recurrent opportunistic infections unresponsive to antibacterial or antifungal therapy. In collaboration with colleagues at the Association François-Xavier Bagnoud, we are developing more formal inclusion criteria, but these need not be based on tests and measures unavailable in rural clinics in poor countries.

Many have expressed concern that HAART is too complicated for settings without specialists to guide therapy. It is true that rifamycins decrease blood concentrations of protease inhibitors; as noted, however, most patients who present with tuberculosis do not need concurrent anti-retroviral therapy. Furthermore, HAART in resource-poor settings need not rely on protease inhibitors. Given adequate financing, we plan to base our initial regimen on a combination of two reverse-transcriptase inhibitors and a non-nucleoside reverse-transcriptase inhibitor. Another promising possibility, already available in the USA, is the triple-nucleoside-analogue pill—zidovudine and 3TC together with abacavir, the most potent drug in its class. Such a fixed-dose combination would make DOT-HAART significantly simpler than tuberculosis treatment and would preserve protease inhibitors and non-nucleosides for cases of suspected or documented treatment failure.

Some have expressed alarm regarding the spread of drug-resistant virus if HAART is used where health infrastructure is weak. Just as it is possible to exaggerate the complexity of these regimens, so too is it possible to...
confound the main causes of acquired resistance. Most are to be found in settings such as the USA, where HIV patients face concurrent problems such as housing instability, lack of medical insurance, drug addiction, and lack of access to addiction-treatment programmes. Furthermore, there is in resource-poor settings no history of the widespread use of monotherapy with nucleoside reverse-transcriptase inhibitors. The use of monotherapy, once the rule in HIV therapy in the USA and Europe, is a leading contributor to the widespread existence of drug-resistant strains there. If tuberculosis offers an instructive example, drug resistance is far less likely to emerge where DOT is used from the outset and where drugs are made available to those who need them most.

Funding for expansion of this pilot project was sought from a number of international agencies charged with responding to AIDS; all declined to support this effort on the grounds that the drug costs were too high to meet so-called sustainability criteria. Pharmaceutical companies were approached for contributions or concessional prices but refused us back to the same international agencies that had already termed the project unsustainable.

Objections to HAART in resource-poor settings

The two primary objections to use of HAART in poor communities have been the high costs of the medications and the lack of infrastructure necessary to deliver them effectively. The debate regarding pricing of antiretrovirals has been reviewed elsewhere.26,27 As noted, there is little science to drug pricing. Several firms, including one based in India, have developed very low-cost formulations of zidovudine, 3TC, D4T, ddI, and nevirapine. The monthly retail cost of three drugs is already as low as US$83, as compared with US$768 per month from manufacturers in the USA.30

The second chief objection has been that poor countries lack the infrastructure necessary to deliver HAART. Much is made of the complexity of HIV management, which would defeat, according to conventional wisdom, the overburdened and undertrained health personnel in the countries most affected by HIV. In poor countries, HIV therapy is the privilege of local elites (who have, almost invariably, far lower rates of infection than the poor majority) and of a small number who live in capital cities and have access to specialty clinics partnered with first-world research universities.

There is merit to observations regarding weak implementation capacity, since health infrastructures are manifestly deplorable in most HIV-endemic areas. But there is reason to believe that minor modifications could improve local capacity to care for those sick with advanced HIV disease. One is the fact that we have piloted a DOT-HAART project in one of the poorest parts of the poorest country in the western hemisphere. Another is that other chronic infections have been well managed in equally poor settings.

Tuberculosis offers important lessons. Although tuberculosis remains a ranking cause of premature death, some extremely poor countries with high burdens of tuberculosis have low tuberculosis mortality rates. These countries have often been those adopting the DOTS strategy (directly observed therapy, short-course).38 Since prompt diagnosis and effective therapy mean less transmission, treatment is prevention.

Tuberculosis treatment is easily as complex as HIV therapy, since both consist of a multidrug regimen (most initiate tuberculosis therapy with four drugs). Although fixed-dose combinations can reduce pill burden, the...
number of pills is not the primary determinant of outcome. The chief innovations have been directly-observed therapy; treatment that is without interruption and free of charge to the patient; and good case holding. Adjuvant social services further boost adherence and thus outcomes, which can be excellent in settings of enormous privation. These innovations require political will at high government levels.

Some argue that the way in which tuberculosis is treated is not relevant to HIV care, since tuberculosis treatment lasts only 6–8 months whereas HIV therapy must be ongoing. For sceptics, the effective treatment of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) in impoverished regions may offer a more compelling example. MDR-TB treatment is more than three times as long as short-course therapy. The same arguments now heard in policy discussions of AIDS—high drug prices and complexity of management render antiretroviral therapy impracticable for use in resource-poor settings—were advanced to dissuade those seeking to treat MDR-TB in poor countries. Working in rural Haiti and in a slum in Lima, Peru, our group pioneered a community-based strategy to treat MDR-TB. Using strict DOT and the same standards of care as in tertiary medical centres in the USA or Europe, we achieved results better than those reported in industrialised countries. Patients tolerated drug regimens more complex and far more toxic than HAART, with low rates of abandonment. We called this approach “DOTS-Plus,” because it incorporates the managerial strengths of the DOTS strategy but relies on drug-susceptibility testing to determine treatment regimens appropriate for each patient. This strategy is now being replicated in the former Soviet Union, where MDR-TB constitutes a growing problem.

Furthermore, the WHO, humanitarian groups such as Médecins Sans Frontières, and partners in the pharmaceutical industry developed a coordinated strategy of pooled procurement and distribution of second-line antituberculosis drugs. Concessional prices were offered to agencies able to demonstrate to a Green Light Committee their capacity to use these drugs prudently and to work under the aegis of a national tuberculosis programme. This mechanism offers a concrete example of how coalitions can promote the prudent use of antibiotics while at the same time lowering drug prices by as much as 90%.

Tuberculosis offers examples of what needs to be done once the international community acknowledges that HIV is an international public-health emergency. Tuberculosis control, considered a public good, is by convention financed publicly. Patients do not pay for their own treatment, since those unable to pay remain sick and often infectious, perpetuating the epidemic; patients unable to pay regularly acquire resistance to first-line drugs and, subsequently, transmit drug-resistant strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. With tuberculosis, good treatment is prevention of both transmission and drug resistance.

Again, HIV offers important parallels. Although few would have predicted otherwise, we now have proof that high viral load is a strong predictor of HIV transmission. HAART drops viral load to undetectable levels in most patients, and should be considered central to the AIDS-prevention arsenal.

Finally, tuberculosis offers a cautionary note. Reviewing published work reveals confident claims that rifampin would prove too expensive for use in less-developed countries; rifampin is now central to DOTS, advanced by the WHO and the World Bank as one of the most cost-effective interventions available. The spread of MDR-TB across national boundaries makes different standards of care—treatment for the affluent, no treatment for the poor—unacceptable on epidemiological grounds. For some, double standards of care have long been objectionable on moral grounds.

Rethinking costs and benefits

We believe that much of the policy debate regarding the role of HAART in responding to AIDS has been misguided. The belief that treatment may be reserved for those in wealthy countries whereas prevention is the lot of the poor might be less repugnant if we had highly effective preventive measures. We do not. We have argued that we need better preventives, including vaccines, and also a campaign to make HAART available to those who need it most. Where HIV is the leading cause of adult death, a basic minimum package that does not include antiretrovirals is not worthy of the name. We have instituted a very different basic minimum package in one of the poorest parts of the world (panel 5), and believe that policy makers should take note. DOT-HAART is a safe way to provide a minimum package that includes HAART.

We also argue that it is wise to avoid confident claims regarding “appropriate technology”. Brazil has introduced sophisticated assays of viral load costing a small fraction of test costs in the USA; it has manufactured many antiretrovirals locally. Cipla, the Indian pharmaceutical company, has introduced a substantial formulary of antiretrovirals at a small fraction of the cost in Europe and North America. These developments lead us to a consideration of the economics of intervening to slow the spread of HIV and to diminish the death toll.

In settings of affluence, it seems as if no expense is too great in order to prolong life, even when patients are elderly and have irreversible conditions. In sub-Saharan Africa and Haiti, where HIV is the reason for plummeting life expectancies and for increasing numbers of orphans, we discern fairly overt obstructionism to the use of HAART. Leaving aside all moral arguments, any economic logic that justifies as acceptable the orphaning of children is unlikely to be sound, since the cost to society, though difficult to tabulate, is far higher than the cost of prolonging parents’ lives so that they can raise their own children. Furthermore, HAART causes a dramatic drop not only in mortality, but also in the number of opportunistic infections and consequent number of admissions to hospital. HAART has already been declared cost-effective in Europe, North America, and even Brazil, where HIV has become, for many, a chronic infection.

Health economists suggest that a life-saving intervention that costs between two to three times the gross national product (GNP) per year-of-life saved represents a reasonable expenditure. Even by this crude calculus, it
should be clear that in South Africa or Botswana, for example, a three-drug HAART regimen at generic prices would prove a sound investment by any criteria as long as drugs are used correctly. Even in Haiti, where GNP is about US$400 per annum, a regimen that costs US$800 per year—again, well within our grasp even now—will be a wise expenditure even before considering favourable impact on transmission.

We conclude by acknowledging that our DOT-HAART project is a humble enough example. A small, effective pilot project might not warrant mention in the international medical literature if widespread paralysis had not led to a near-universal absence of DOT-HAART projects in regions such as rural Haiti, with minimum health infrastructure but high rates of both HIV and poverty. We know from experience that repeated claims of unfeasibility are simply not true. Multiple research projects carried out in sub-Saharan Africa have shown that more-developed world diagnostic tests can be used to follow viral load and to reveal the genotype of drug-resistant strains of HIV. It is time that more-developed world therapeutics follow.
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